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Traditional Composite Decking
Asphalt Pavement
MoistureShield®
with CoolDeck® Technology

Your Feet Will Thank You

CoolDeck Technology

Reduces
Heat by up to

35

%

*

Enjoy more of your summer outdoors.
MoistureShield with CoolDeck is the only composite decking
designed to beat the heat.

* Compared to conventional capped composites.
Tested against a standard cap (MoistureShield Reﬁne) in a similar color.
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ON THE COVER: Myers
Park homeowners join
forces with designer
Cathy Austin to create a
timeless design inspired
by their spectacular art
collection (page 58).
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS.

Temperatures are on the rise, which has my mind (and
palate) already satiating over watermelon and jalapeno–
infused margaritas, my dad’s homegrown tomatoes, and
dill potato salad. I’m imagining my kids running around
the backyard half-naked, blowing bubbles and splashing
around in the blowup kiddie pool that’s sure to drown
our grass—but after the year we’ve had, it’s well worth
it! These are the things that are good for my senses and
even better for my soul.
As restrictions are lifting and life as we once knew it
slowly becomes recognizable, it’s as if the gray film that’s
been covering our eyes’ lens has been peeled back and
we can now see in color again. What better way to celebrate than with an issue dedicated to living colorfully?
We’ve put together a lineup of beautiful home projects,
products, and more that offer up a feast for the eyes and
showcase designs that span the spectrum. From vivacious and effervescent shades to soft and delicate hues,
this issue packs a serious punch that’s sure to wow.
Those brighter days we’ve been hoping, wishing, and
praying for are here. So go ahead and taste the rainbow!
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Sleep is the very best form of meditation.
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COURTESY OF PIERRE FREY.

DWELL

MARKET

COLOR ME
HAPPY
FROM INGENIOUS DESIGNS AND
COLORFUL PATTERNS TO AMPLIFIED
SIMPLICITY IN ULTIMATE FORMS, THESE
PRODUCTS ARE AN EASY WAY TO BRING
SOME HAPPY (AND ORIGINALITY) INTO
YOUR HOME THIS SUMMER.
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY

We could say this Joie de
Vivre collection from Pierre
Frey has a certain je ne sais
quoi, but the truth is, we know
exactly what makes this line so
beautiful. The dizzying array of
colors, patterns, and textures
combine in ways that make
the heart skip a beat. The
collection includes wallpapers,
rugs, and fabrics that can be
mixed and matched to create
your own brand of style. With
patterns ranging from colorful
to muted, the products inspired
by Provence in France and the
Mediterranean are a celebration of land and sea, artisans
and architecture. The name
of the collection recalls
the works of Picasso and
Matisse, evoking the gentle
way of life on the French
Riviera. pierrefrey.com

DARE TO STARE

The new Medusa wall sconce designed by Julian
Chichester is beguiling and beautiful at once.
Constructed of twisted metal and drenched in red
gesso paint, the unique wall sconce is made to
mix and match four lampshades for a colorful and
one-of-a-kind piece that is perfect for any stylish
space. A spiral design creates both whimsy and
sophistication, and the hallmark of Chichester is
seen immediately—the ability to transform motifs
into something new and fresh, creating the
unexpected by adding contemporary finishes
and detail. julianchichester.com

PRIMARY SCHOOL

Artisan Martin Zelonky has a storied career in woodworking, sculpting, and design and is currently
showcasing his genius with Mill Collective—a curated exhibition and talent platform for modern
design. Zelonky’s latest design, Blue Bench, Yellow Bench, and Red Bench, features the simplest
bench form reimagined in a sculptural way. Of the design, Zelonky says they are an exercise in
removing all embellishment and concentrating strictly on form. “A bench is merely a functional
platform that requires little more than the summation of its parts. My job is to make those parts
interesting in a way that hasn't yet been seen.” millcollective.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: COURTESY OF JULIAN CHICHESTER; COURTESY OF MILL COLLECTIVE; COURTESY OF PIERRE FREY.
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SPANS THE
SPECTRUM

London-based contemporary women’s wear
designer Kitty Joseph has teamed up with
notable flooring design house Floor Story to
create an expanded palette for the Chroma
rug series. Inspired by the famed colorful pleats
of the Spectrum skirt, the Chroma rug series now
includes the stunning Chroma Pink colorway.
Using thirty-nine individually dyed yarns to create
the sunray pleat effect, the subtle shifting tones
produce depth and nuance within the rug,
which is hand-knotted and hand-carved out of
fine bamboo viscose. “I’m passionate about the
life-enhancing, mood-lifting impact that color can
have," Joseph says. “And the therapeutic power
of these new designs is only really made possible
by Floor Story’s vast color bank.” coutureknots.com

VOULEZ-VOUS

Designer Marie Burgos was born and raised in Paris, and
her latest design, the La Folie armchair, is an ode to the
grandeur of the Moulin Rouge in the heart of Montmartre artists’ quarter. With luscious velvet fabric and flirty bottom fringe, the chair echoes
the sensuality of the Moulin Rouge. “We refined the idea so it can be elegantly integrated into today’s homes, in a collection of beautiful velvet fabrics that envelop you
in comfort and luxury,” Burgos says. marieburgosdesign.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: ANDREW FRASZ; COURTESY OF FLOOR STORY; FRANCIS AUGUSTINE.

It’s not often that biotechnology
and design come together, but
if they do, some truly magical
things can take place. The Aurelis
chandelier designed by Christina
Z Antonio is just such a magical
thing. Inspired by bioluminescent
jellyfish, Antonio set out to create
a hypnotic light with an ethereal
feel. “While investigating electron
wave functions in a hydrogen
atom, I created a body of
glasswork that brings to life the
alluring forms found in quantum
mechanics illustrations,” Antonio
explains. “I remember drawing this
pattern out with chalk on the floor
of the glass hot shop, and finally
seeing the completed piece,
assembled and illuminated, was
euphoric. The experience itself was
meditative and transcendent."
christinazantonio.com

MARKET

CRUSHING IT

THE THRILL
of THE CHAISE

PHOTO
TRANSLATION

Combining professional fine-art photography with
mixed-media artwork to create striking patterns,
award-winning photographer Robert Malmberg
debuts his take on designer wallcoverings. Each
pattern is digitally printed on high-quality, non-woven
vellum paper. With eleven stunning patterns from
which to choose, including Rorschach Butterflies—
a study of Peruvian butterflies arranged on glass—
Malmberg’s designs evoke a sense of realism and
wonder that brings originality to any space.
robertmalmberg.com
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French craftsmen designed the chaise in the
sixteenth century as lounge furniture for aristocrats
so they could rest or lounge without having to
retire to the bedroom. Still popular today, this
ultra-glam version from South + English has been
updated in a luxe form for ultimate function.
The Franchetti chaise is set on tapered legs and
features a curved arm with a tight seat and
tailored back. It can be upholstered in eleven
different fabrics or covered in custom fabric.
southandenglish.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: COURTESY OF LUCIE KAAS; COURTESY OF SOUTH + ENGLISH; COURTESY OF MALMBERG STUDIO.

In the cross-section of glass, art, ’80s retro style, and
pastels, the Plastic Crush collection for Lucie Kaas comes
to life. Designed by professional glass processor Orçum
Erdem, the collection is a series of opal glass accessories
for the home. The Donut and the Tube are two forms that
evoke ’80s retro vibes, creating one-of-a-kind art pieces
for forward-thinking homes. The Donut consists of a fluffy
dough, topped with glaze and sprinkles, whereas the
Tube is a more abstract form. Both designs equally entice
with their delicious color combinations. Made in an atelier
in the Czech Republic, each piece is brought to life by hot
glass processing for a truly unique appeal. luciekaas.com

Lisa Moore, When In Doubt, Stand Still, oil on canvas, 48x39

Architect Miguel Ángel Aragonés’
Rombo IV in Mexico City, Mexico.

PA L E T T E

FIERY
FUCHSIA
FASHIONABLY FEARLESS,
POSITIVELY POISED.
WRITTEN BY CHRISTINA SPRATT SPENCER
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX

Unapologetically nonconformist in
its confidence and certainty, fuchsia
tows a playful and electrifying balance
between magenta pink and orchid
purple—simultaneously marrying a
tension of both warm and cool in tone.
Conspicuously avant-garde, this effervescent hue carries a certain decided
assurance, vivifying a coquettish charm.
Resolute in both spunk and vigor, it
bathes posh urbanity with levity and
ardent optimism. Matched well with the
zest and vitality of canary yellow, chartreuse, and poppy red, and grounded
with high contrast neutrals like inky
navy blues, it maintains to be striking
in both small accent splashes and
sweeping swathes of use.
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ROMBO IV: JOE FLETCHER.

1. Lancaster Meridian 3-Piece Ottoman
in Magenta / Starting at $3,920 /
lancasterccu.com
2. Testatonda Pink’s Not Dead TT04
Console / $2,875 / artemest.com
3. Fayette Studio Rugs Ombre Edge 1
in Pink / Starting at $80 per square foot /
fayettestudio.com
4. Isabel Marant Luzes Bag / $590 /
isabelmarant.com
5. Mid-Century Modern Sectional
with New Fuchsia Upholstery /
atomicfurnishings.com
6. Stephen Wilson Hermes Star Power V,
2021 / $3,600 / tfa-advisory.com
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GRILL SEASON
IS HERE.
Elevate your backyard entertaining with a full outdoor kitchen, ready to help you prepare whatever you
can dream up, all in the great outdoors. Cutting-edge technology combined with cutting-edge thinkers
has resulted in superior machines that seamlessly becomes an outdoor extension of your home while
providing the flexibility required for either a quiet night or hosting the entire neighborhood.

SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS | MONDAY - SATURDAY 9AM-7PM | SUNDAY NOON-6PM
27
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QUEENCITYONLINE.COM

STYLE

DILWORTH
DELIGHT
KEVIN CARPENTER MAINTAINS A CLEAN,
MODERN VIBE WHILE INFUSING COLOR
THROUGH AN EXUBERANT MIX OF ART
AND ACCESSORIES.
WRITTEN BY CATHERINE RUTH KELLY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK

“Decorating a room with neutral walls is like adding a scarf to a plain outfit,”
explains Kevin Carpenter, a local interior designer. “You can make a bold statement
or keep it subdued.”
Carpenter leans toward bold, which is apparent in the effusive pops of color
throughout his Dilworth condominium. The vibrant space has the worldly, collected
feel of an international traveler.
“I owned a house in Mexico, where there is color overload everywhere you go,” he
avers, “and I am forever inspired by the intricate designs of Moroccan tiles, the muddyblue painted doors throughout Paris, the pops of turquoise in rugs from Istanbul.”
Most of the rooms in Carpenter’s condo have creamy white walls—a blank
canvas filled with strokes of color through the furniture and accessories. In the
28
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LEFT: Interior designer Kevin Carpenter has a penchant
for infusing color in his work, which is evident throughout
his Dilworth condominium.
TOP & RIGHT: A pink velvet armchair and wooden
credenza from Nuevo Living surround the boldly colored
Moroccan rug, which was the inspiration for the living
room. The egret photograph by Wink Gaines is printed on
high-gloss aluminum and hangs above the Arteriors sofa.
The leather chair and ottoman, as well as the round coffee
table, are from West Elm.

Creating extraordinary
winespaces with
your wine in mind

Bring unique home with exacting standards
and attention to detail throughout the process.
Set your wine and home apart by expressing
your unique vision.

cavemancellars.com | Jeff@cavemancellars.com | 704-564-9638

STYLE

LEFT: The vintage plumed-bird print, an heirloom from Carpenter’s grandmother’s house, hangs
above a West Elm bar cart. An artisan in Mexico forged the large iron lock, shaped like a bat. The
drapery fabric is by Fabricut.
RIGHT: The dining room light fixture, table, and chairs are from West Elm. A vintage turquoise
lamp and yellow porcelain vase by Middle Kingdom rest atop the Blu Dot credenza.
BOTTOM: A vintage Oushak rug brightens the bedroom. The geometric coverlet is by Ballard
Designs. Hand-painted turquoise lanterns flank the headboard.

living room, he selected fabrics and art to highlight the vivid pigmentation of
the Moroccan rug that grounds the space. In his bedroom, he hung whimsical
turquoise sconces to frame the bed and complement the pillow shams.
The one exception to the neutral backdrop is his dining room, where the
walls are painted Spring Pink by Benjamin Moore.
“The dining room doubles as my office, so I wanted to be surrounded by a
warm, soothing color,” Carpenter says.
The funky, asymmetrical light fixture was the inspiration for the
room’s design scheme. The translucent globes’ soft hues are echoed in the
chartreuse velvet chairs and the tropical tones of the parrot photograph.
A painting of a plumed bird that was in Carpenter’s grandmother’s house
hangs over the bar cart, which displays an assemblage of libations as well as
relics from around the globe.
Carpenter finesses a colorful mix of heirlooms and eclectic treasures by
using items that bring him joy.
“I firmly believe that you will always find a place for things that make you
happy,” Carpenter concludes. u
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@bourgeoismcginn

704 533 2280

bourgeoismcginnbuilders.com

DE SIGN BOARD

ASHLEY
Shaw

�

Ashley Shaw’s designs are a delicate tandem walk
between styles, resulting in an effortless tension
between opposites. “I love the balance of mixing
modern with traditional, masculine back to the
feminine,” she explains of her interior design philosophy, which draws inspiration from her Southern roots
as a native Texan. “I am always taking note of the colors
I find myself surrounded by, particularly those found
in nature. I grew up in Dallas and spent a lot of time
in the wildlands of West Texas on my family’s ranch.”
The coupling of pattern and color is apparent in all of
Shaw’s work. “My interiors tend to be colorful without
forcing it, as well as timeless,” she explains. “I like for
my interiors to be fresh and modern, yet able to stand
the test of time; nothing too trendy, but still interesting
and not stale,” she says. “Most of my clients are busy
young families, so while items need to be able to stand
up to wear and tear, they must also attain the level of
sophistication and glamour we strive for.”
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PORTRAIT AND INTERIORS: ANNA ROUTH; TUMBLEWEED: IRBY PACE, COURTESY OF GALLERI URBANE.

1. Debora Koo Dessert First, Oil on Canvas / sozogallery.net
2. The Urban Electric Co. Chiltern Double /
Starting at $5,167 / urbaneletric.com
3. Tabarka Studio Rosewater 7 / $86 per square foot / rentile.com
4. House of Harris Maison #2 Candle / $48 / isabellastyle.com
5. Hermès Grand Apparat Bangle / $550 / hermes.com
6. Irby Pace Tumbleweed, 2015, Archival Inkjet Print /
galleriurbane.com
7. Queen Anne Collectors Cabinet / $27,500 / 1stdibs.com
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FIELD TRIP

CHARMED BY
Charlottesville
AT THE FOOT OF THE BLUE RIDGE
MOUNTAINS, THIS QUAINT COLLEGE
TOWN OFFERS AN IDYLLIC GETAWAY
FOR WINE LOVERS AND HISTORY BUFFS.

Charlottesville may be best known for playing home to the University
of Virginia and former presidents James Monroe and Thomas Jefferson.
But these days, it’s the town’s boutique inns, artisan restaurants, and lush
vineyards that make it the perfect spot for a weekend escape.
Nowhere is Charlottesville’s modern appeal more evident than at the
new eighty-room Quirk Hotel, an airy and art-centric space with a firstfloor gallery and custom art in each room. Start your day with freshly
baked pastries at its Quirk Café and end it with sweeping sunset views
from its rooftop craft cocktail bar.
And you won’t have to go far for dining in between—two of the
town’s top restaurants are on the same Main Street block. Make reservations at the chic Oakhart Social and indulge in creative veggie
dishes like brussels sprouts coated in a Korean chili aioli. The nextdoor Public Fish & Oyster defies its inland status and serves up incredible seafood, including a raw bar brimming with plump and briny
Virginia oysters.
While these spots are only steps away from the hotel, it’s an easy
town for walking off any decadent dining. An afternoon stroll around
the campus grounds or a post-dinner walk through the brick-paved
historic Downtown Mall is a perfect way to round out a relaxing day
in Charlottesville.

UNCORKED
The Monticello Wine Trail includes more than thirty wineries, all within an
easy—and scenic—drive from downtown Charlottesville. Stop for lunch at Pippin
Hill Farm & Vineyards, where the patio offers panoramic mountain views paired
with seasonally inspired food from the onsite farm. And spend a sunny afternoon
on the hillside at Veritas Vineyards and Winery, which features a similar elegant
mountain-farm appeal alongside some of the region’s best Old World wines.
Perhaps one of the most fun vineyard experiences, though, can be found at
King Family Vineyards, where crowds gather every summer Sunday afternoon to
enjoy both the vineyard’s wine and its famed polo matches, all with the picturesque backdrop of the Blue Ridge Mountains.
34
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QUIRK HOTEL: BETTY CLICKER; UNCORKED: COURTESY OF VERITAS VINEYARDS AND WINERY.

WRITTEN BY SARAH CROSLAND

HOME DECOR

UPHOLSTERY

200 N. SHARON AMITY

|

ARTWORK

WALLPAPER

CHARLOTTE, NC

COTSWOLDMARKETPLACE.COM

LIGHTING

|

GIFTS

704.365.3331

Inspired by lifestyle... captured with light
L.E.D. UPGRADES • SERVICE • NEW INSTALLATIONS

Beautifully lighting Charlotte’s ﬁnest homes since 1995.
hello@imagineoutdoorlighting.com | 704.235.2611 | imagineoutdoorlighting.com

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS.

INTERIORS

COLOR
WONDER
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In the playroom, Ozburn papered the walls with
Ottoline wallpaper in a colorful dot pattern. The shoe
prints art is by Dorothy Shain, while the art over the
clients’ own sectional is by Madre Dallas. A Missoni
rug from Prestige Mills lies underfoot, while the
coffee table is from Oomph. The draperies are made
with Clarence House fabric and created by Interior
Couture of the Carolinas.

WHEN A BUSY
FAMILY OF FIVE
RECRUITED
INTERIOR
DESIGNER
HANNAH OZBURN
TO DESIGN THEIR
NEW HOME,
THERE WAS ONLY
ONE DIRECTIVE:
VIBRANT COLOR.

TEXT BY
ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY
DUSTIN PECK

A Turkish rug from Charlotte
Rug Gallery is ready to greet
guests in the foyer. Above
the Vanguard bench is a
piece by artist Kerry Hays,
which the homeowners
commissioned. The
Chapman & Myers flush
mount fixture is from
Circa Lighting.
OPPOSITE: In the dining
room, Ozburn designed
around the existing
Brunschwig & Fils Les
Touches wallpaper. She
incorporated a rug from
Charlotte Rug Gallery, a pair
of Christopher Spitzmiller
lamps from Circa Lighting,
and a console by Noir.
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CHARLOTTEANS ANNIE AND DAVIS WARLICK'S HOME
was already bursting at the seams when they began looking
for a new home near their current one on Westminster
Place. With two children under two, their first place
wouldn’t cut it anymore, so Annie Warlick’s mother, a real
estate agent, slowly began scouting for an ideal family home.
“A perfect family home for us meant an open concept
kitchen and family room, a great backyard where we can
watch the kids play, and a large area for a playroom,”
Warlick says. Luckily, just half a mile away, a home on
Wellesley became available that checked all the boxes. “We
had to have it. And the timing couldn’t have been more

perfect. A day after we signed the contract, we found out we
were pregnant with our third baby.”
Very few renovations were required on the inside of the
home, so the family focused on the outside for the first
year. They installed a larger entry and new front door, new
windows, and painted the house a creamy white. “I never
knew that choosing a white would be the biggest challenge
of all the renovations,” Warlick recalls.
A year later, after things settled down and the family of
five had adjusted, Warlick was ready to tackle the interiors.
The couple had been following a designer they were drawn
to: Hannah Ozburn of Hannah Ozburn Interiors. Though
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This family room is anything but blue. Draperies in
Schumacher Citrus Garden fabric step up the cheerful
design. Artichoke lamps by Stray Dog Designs don’t go
unnoticed next to a deep navy sofa from Charles Stewart.
The clients’ own chairs are covered in Fermoie fabric, while
the custom ottoman is covered in Clarence House. Funky
navy wicker stools are by Palecek from Darnell & Company.
OPPOSITE: Chairs from the clients’ collection are covered
in Fermoie Quartz fabric, and orange drink tables from
Oomph are perched at the ready. Wallpaper from Ferrick
Mason lines the back of the bookshelves.
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previously pleased with cool neutrals, they found themselves
drawn more and more to vibrant colors, and Ozburn’s aesthetic
was hitting the spot. Davis Warlick reached out to get on her
schedule. “The Warlicks had been following a recent project
of mine that they were particularly drawn to, and they reached
out to chat about options for designing their home,” Ozburn

says. “They both like a lot of color and wanted their home to be
family-friendly without compromising on style.”
“Davis and I both wanted a house that was beautiful and
stylish but also practical for our day-to-day lives,” Warlick
adds. “There isn’t one room in our house that is off-limits
for our kids. I was amazed that after one meeting with
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“THE PLAN WAS TO BALANCE COLOR,
TEXTURE, AND PATTERN IN WAYS THAT
WERE LIVABLE AND STUNNING AT ONCE.”

ABOVE: In the kitchen, Chapman & Myers Darlana
pendants have been painted orange for a pop of
color above the island. Chairs and stools from Janus et
Cie are a perfect complement to the blue cabinets.
LEFT: Arty wallpaper by Pierre Frey is the story of
this colorful powder room. A small Turkish rug from
Charlotte Rug Gallery is the perfect little touch, and art
by Melanie Parke from Meyer Vogl Gallery in Charleston
completes the room.
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Hannah, she came back with designs for each room that
nailed every detail!”
The plan was to balance color, texture, and pattern in ways
that were livable and stunning at once. A few rooms had some
completed touches that were installed with a best friend
designer as soon as the family moved in, but for all intents
and purposes, the team started from scratch. “This project
was a little different for me,” Ozburn admits. “We were able
to reuse a few of the already-installed papers and pieces, but

otherwise, the Warlicks entrusted me with complete design
freedom and trusted my vision and process.” The Warlick’s
love of punchy textiles was a perfect match for Ozburn’s love
of color.
With the pandemic raging and vendors shutting down left
and right, fear set in about the ability to complete the project
on time. But Ozburn’s diligence won out, and they barely
skipped a beat, completing the design and installation in just
six short months.
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“I have to say, letting go and completely handing over
the reins was a challenge,” Warlick admits. “But we knew
we loved her style, and she never led us astray. Nearing the
end, she didn’t even have to run things by us, which became
rewarding. Seeing it come together with someone who seemed
to intimately know our vision for our home was a dream.”
Since the home had some previous installations, Ozburn
worked to incorporate pieces and elements of some rooms
into her original design. In the living room, a pretty blue
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Phillip Jeffries grasscloth was here to stay, so Ozburn
complemented the color with a bold fuchsia pop of painted
bookcases. Later, they changed out the curtains to a vibrant
fuchsia pattern that really brought home the palette.
The dining room had a teal-and-white spotted Les
Touches paper, and Ozburn found a fabulous rug at
Charlotte Rug Gallery, which became the foundation for the
room. She chose a beautiful blue lacquered ceiling to set off
the space. “I wanted the rest of the house to flow, so each

LEFT: Slipper chairs and a coffee table from Oomph set the tone in the
living room. Draperies made from Tulu fabric inspire the fuchsia bookcases,
and ginger jars from Abode stand out. The garden stools are Christopher
Spitzmiller from Darnell & Company.
BELOW: An oriental rug from Charlotte Rug Gallery lends balance in the
owners’ suite. The curtains and accent pillows are upholstered in Soane
fabric. The bedding is from D. Porthault and Matouk. The art is from Meyer
Vogl Gallery.

room has hints of green and blue throughout,” she says.
As for the kids’ rooms, Ozburn went ultra-feminine for the
daughter’s room, complete with flowers and furniture from
Oomph. And in the boy’s room, a masculine but boyish feel
is perfect to grow on. “I love doing kids’ spaces. They are the
perfect spaces to have a lot of fun with patterns and colors,”
she says.
Ozburn rounded out the home by bringing in books and
accessories and then layering each room, which she says is

the key to making a home feel complete and lived-in. “Annie
and I sourced coffee table books and little furnishings all
over town,” Ozburn explains. “I'd be at SOCO [Gallery]
getting coffee and would pick up a few books. We really
tried to source everything locally for the most part. It was
a nice and simple way to support our community and local
businesses, especially given the circumstances this past year.”
Warlick says her favorite room is the playroom, hands
down. “When she showed me the wallpaper, I was initially
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ABOVE: In the boy’s room, Ozburn opted to use Christopher Farr Cloth for
the walls, House of Harris fabric for the Roman shades, and Peter Dunham
fabric for the Madre Dallas chair. The rug is from Prestige Mills.
RIGHT: In the children's bathroom, Ozburn went with a Katie Ridder
wallpaper, Weezie hand towels, and a Sazerac light above the Oomph mirror.
The art is by Holly Graham.

hesitant. But, of course, she was right, and now it’s my
favorite room in the house,” she says. “It’s such a happy
space, and I never would’ve been able to do it without
Hannah. We honestly spend most of our time in there.”
On another note, Ozburn loves the kids’ rooms. “I
think my work is pretty feminine for the most part, so I
particularly had fun with Annie’s daughter’s space,” she
says. “I had been wanting to use the paint deck dresser
from Madre [Dallas]
for years, and it found the perfect home in this bedroom.
I also loved all the Oomph pieces I used here and
throughout the house.”
When asked to offer some advice to homeowners,
especially those moving into a new home, Ozburn says, “I
can say from personal experience that styles tend to evolve
and change over time. I am super OCD, so I had my house
decorated instantly after moving in. I wish I had taken
a breath and lived in the space before making so many
decisions. I would rip down a few wallpapers in my house if I
could! Ultimately, I would say that it does not have to come
together all at once. Furnishing a home is a big investment,
so start with a few pieces that bring you joy.” u
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This ultra-feminine girl’s room is one of Ozburn’s
favorites. An upholstered bed from Oomph,
covered in Clarence House fabric, takes center
stage. The Madre Dallas chair is covered in fabric
from Dorothy Shain. Alongside it stands a night
table, also from Madre Dallas.
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PERFECT
PATTERN

With the exception of the vintage
shell mirror, which was used as
inspiration for the room’s design,
Hammett started from scratch
in the living room. The designer
recovered a pair of slipper chairs
she found at Sleepy Poet with a
stunning Brunschwig & Fils floral
fabric, complementing the Lee
Jofa blue velvet sofas with Samuel
& Sons Greek key trim.
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DESIGNER
ANNE PEARSON
HAMMETT
COUPLES
PATTERN WITH
COLOR TO
GIVE A MYERS
PARK HOME
A TIMELESS
AND STYLISH
INTERIOR.

TEXT BY
BLAKE MILLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY
DUSTIN PECK

A

AL AND ALLISON WELCH WERE AT A CROSSROADS.
Either they would renovate and expand the Elizabeth
bungalow where they’d lived for the last nine years, or
they would find something that was a bit larger and could
easily accommodate their growing family. Though the
couple loved the character and charm of their home, they
decided that it was just too tiny and too much of a hassle
to renovate with two young children at the time. So they
began their search for a new home. “I stumbled upon this
neighborhood in Myers Park one day when I got lost,”
says the mother of two. “It was the cutest little hidden
neighborhood. I remember going home and telling my
husband about it. I said that if we’re going to move, let’s
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put some feelers out and see if there might be some homes
available in that neighborhood.”
The Welches eventually found a home that fit their
must-have list. “We loved the floorplan, and it had a lot of
character,” Welch says. “It was very light, bright, and happy,
with lots of windows off the back. It had a very warm feeling
to it.” Though the home went under contract with another
buyer, the sale eventually fell through, and the Welches
quickly scooped it up.
While Welch is a fashion stylist, she admittedly knew
that she needed the help of an interior designer for their
new home. “I’m one of those people who can find things
that are stylish for the home or that I love, but as far as

Pearson started with the homeowners’ existing
dining table, chairs, and antique French soapstone
cabinet, then added pattern and color. The simple
Belgian linen panels with Samuel & Sons velvet
fretwork trim and the Schumacher grasscloth
wallcovering set the tone for the room.
OPPOSITE: To dress up the foyer, Hammett added a
Kravet grasscloth and a vintage Hickory Chair bench
covered in a Schumacher fabric with Colefax and
Fowler silk trim. Watercolors by Charleston artist
Ment Nelson are surrounded by oyster plates from
Patrician Antiques in Florence, South Carolina.

LEFT: TK.
RIGHT: TK.
OPPOSITE: TK.
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Welch’s home office was the first room
Hammett designed. She was adamant
about using the Schumacher wallpaper,
which inspired the rest of the room’s
design. A black Phillips Scott desk pairs
well with a pair of slipper chairs in an Ikat
Lee Jofa print with Samuel & Sons fringe.
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TOP: Pearson chose a subtle Farrow & Ball wallpaper for the backdrop in
the breakfast nook, which features artwork by artist and gallery owner
Marissa Vogl. She then added the custom dining table by Tritter Feefer
and complementary dining chairs that Welch purchased in Atlanta.
BOTTOM: Pearson gave the powder room an uplift with a custom paint
job, Waterworks fixtures, and Addison Weeks hardware on the vanity.
The Schumacher wallpaper serves as the perfect backdrop for the framed
artwork by Sally King Benedict. The mirror is by Made Goods, and the
light fixture is Circa Lighting.

executing that in a cohesive interior design, I’m just
not good at it,” Welch laughs. “I love picking out
fabrics, and I definitely think my personal style spills
over into my house.”
That timeless, eclectic style is what designer Anne
Pearson Hammett drew inspiration from when designing the interiors of the Welches’ Myers Park home.
“Allison is so stylish, and the home just needed decorating to reflect her personality and taste,” Hammett
says. “She loves color and pattern, so I knew that
would play a huge role in the home.” In fact, pattern
and color were the springboards for the first room in
the home that Hammett took on. “There were certain
areas of the home that I had strong opinions on and
things I’d been dreaming about,” Welch says. “My
office space, which is one of my favorite rooms in the
house, was one of those spaces. I knew I wanted that
Schumacher wallpaper in there.” Hammett coupled
the wallpaper with two more of Welch’s requests:
a vintage-esque black desk, which she found from
Phillips Scott, and two streamlined slipper chairs,
which she swathed in an Ikat Lee Jofa fabric. The
addition of the Samuel & Sons fringe and the skirts on
the chairs are just the attention to detail that Welch
was looking for.
If color and pattern were a guiding inspiration for
the home’s interior design, Welch’s intuitive fashion
sense was also of great influence for Hammett. “The
driving factors in the home’s overall design were
things that spoke to her,” the designer says. “She has
such a great eye for things, and she’d bring them to
me and say, ‘I really love this and want to make it
work.’ And that really helped inspire me.” Such was
the case with the vintage shell mirror that Welch purchased from a friend’s estate sale in South Carolina.
“I fell in love with that mirror and brought it to Anne,
and I’m sure she thought I was crazy!” Welch laughs.
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Pearson gave the kitchen a minor facelift
by painting the cabinets and adding new
soapstone countertops, hardware, plumbing,
and backplash. She then recovered the Elizabeth
Eakins bar stool fabric in a laminate to make
it washable and kid-friendly. OPPOSITE: The
Welches wanted a warm and casual family
room where they could all gather together
comfortably. Pearson reupholstered the pair
of club chairs in an aqua Pindler fabric and
the sofa in a Crypton Thibaut fabric, both of
which were the springboard for the room’s
design. The Roman shade is a linen by Pindler,
complemented with a Lee Jofa trim.

“But I just loved it so much.” That mirror hangs prominently in the living room and informed much of the design
for that space, as well.
Similarly, Welch’s love of original art was a driving force
for Hammett’s choices. “My mom was an artist, so I grew
up around art and collect it,” says Welch, whose personal
collection includes pieces by many Southern artists, including Atlanta artist Sally King Benedict, Charlotte artist Nellie
Ashford, and Charleston artists Laurie Meyer and Marissa
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Vogl. “Allison would find art she loved, and we’d find a
way to make it work every time,” Hammett says. “There
were things Allison would push me on design-wise, and
vice versa. It’s been one of those collaborative projects that
worked out beautifully. Every room has turned out
so pretty.”
The rapport and friendship between the two women
continue to extend beyond the project. “I so loved what
Anne did in our home that before a dinner party, I’ll have

her come over and help me style things and freshen things
up,” Welch says. “She’s so good at finding all of these little
hidden treasures that just bring a space to life.” Such was
the case in the family room, where large built-in shelving
flanks both sides of the fireplace. Having very few things
with which to accessorize and style the shelves, Hammett
scoured places such as Sleepy Poet and Hamilton-Stuart for
antiques and vintage finds, culling just the right pieces to
create a carefully curated collection that looks as though it’s

been gathered over time. “Allison doesn’t want her home
to feel staged,” Hammett says. “She doesn’t want things to
look perfect. She likes things with the sheen knocked off
them.” The result is a home that exudes style matched with
comfort that feels happy and fun.
“Every time I walk into my home, I love it so much,”
Welch says. “I love it all. I love that it’s a mix of different
things Anne’s found and I’ve found. I love how pretty and
fun it is but also how it just works for our family.” u
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CAREFULLY
CURATED

The couple’s love of the color Yves Klein Blue was
the primary springboard for the family room’s
design and served as a connecting color in several
spaces of the home. The club chairs and sofa by
Charles Stewart are both swathed in a durable
performance fabric by Travers and Thibaut.
Paintings by Jana Young flank the doorway.
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DESIGNER CATHY AUSTIN USES HER CLIENTS’ IMPRESSIVE
CONTEMPORARY ART COLLECTION AS THE SPRINGBOARD
FOR THE DESIGN OF THEIR MYERS PARK HOME.
TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS
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WHEN CATHY AUSTIN LEFT HER JOB AT SOTHEBY’S IN
New York City years ago, she fully intended to pursue a
career as an art curator, gallery owner, or art professor.
“When I left New York and moved back to Atlanta, I
started talking to people about what those different careers
involved,” Austin says. “I just wanted to help people
pick out the artwork and antiques for their homes. And,
overwhelmingly, everyone said it’s the interior designer who
picks that out for their clients. So I thought it would be neat
to create this niche where I start with the art and let the
interiors build off the collection.”
That niche became Austin’s calling card as she used her art
background to help pull together timeless designs inspired by
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her clients’ artwork, and it’s what drew the homeowners of the
Myers Park home to Austin. “We met Cathy on a Mint Museum
trip to Art Basel Miami and really hit it off,” the homeowner
says. “Our friendship grew from there. We bonded over our
love of art. And in the back of our minds, we always kind of
knew that once we were ready to work on our home, we’d have
Cathy be our designer.”
After living in the home for almost ten years, the couple
enlisted builder Ben Collins with Salins Group, architectural
designer JJ Barja of Elite Design Group, and Austin to design
an addition off the back of their circa-1919 traditional home.
The homeowners knew that Austin’s role was particularly important, as they’d discussed numerous times during their

The gallery space features a rotating selection of
the homeowners’ contemporary artwork. Here, a
largescale work by Tomory Dodge is on display,
while works by Liz Nielsen, Robert Lazzarini, and
Hiroshi Sugimoto hang above a sculptural Arete
Collection console. OPPOSITE: Featuring customdesign cabinetry with wide scalloped door panels and
Calacatta gold-marble countertops and backsplash,
the kitchen is simple and classic. The Urban Electric
Co. pendants and Galbraith & Paul fabric at the
windows continue the blue-and-white theme into the
kitchen. The barstools are by Charles Stewart.
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The entryway epitomizes Austin’s ability to pair certain
pieces of art together to create a dramatic effect. The
complementary placement of a large piece by artist
Sterling Ruby opposite colorful artwork by Austin
Eddy sets the tone for the rest of the home’s design.
A starburst chandelier by Tony Duquette by Remains
Lighting Atelier acts as a contemporary sculpture in
the space. OPPOSITE: The wallpaper by Richmond
artist Lindsay Cowles serves as the ideal backdrop for
the black-and-white photography by Nate Griffin. Tusk
sconces with black shades from Barbara Cosgrove hang
above a Lucite vanity with a limestone top.
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friendship that they wanted their contemporary art collection
to play center stage in the home’s interior design. “We knew we
couldn’t do it ourselves,” he says. “My wife and I had done the
collecting part. We just needed someone to tie it all together.
Our personalities instantly meshed with Cathy’s, and knowing
her background in art, we knew it would be a success.”
While the homeowners’ collection is primarily contemporary (with an impressive body of blue-chip artwork), they
wanted the interiors to be more reflective of the traditional

architectural details of the home. “They wanted to maintain
the integrity of the house but also have the artwork influence
the interior design,” explains Austin of the delicate balance
between traditional and modern. “Part of what drove the
design, too, was how each of my clients likes to interact with
the artwork. The clients have certain pieces they like to look
at in different ways. The husband likes to walk by the artwork
each day, while other pieces, he likes to sit and ponder more.
Art dictated every move I made in the home’s interior design.”
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“ART DICTATED EVERY MOVE I MADE IN
THE HOME'S INTERIOR DESIGN.”
—CATHY AUSTIN

BELOW: Yves Klein Blue reigns supreme even in the scullery, where custom-lacquered cabinetry with
brass hardware by Louise Jarvis features the bold hue. Paintings by Bridget Riley, Lee Ufan, and Tom
LaDuke play off the blue, while a rug Austin found in Marrakesh complements the artwork display.

ABOVE: The “art cave” was created to display the
homeowners’ most prized pieces of art, set against
lacquered inky black walls to make the works shine.
To complete the dramatic aesthetic, Austin added a
black-and-white Stark carpet, 1950s vintage Italian
chairs, and contemporary upholstery covered in
vibrant Pierre Frey textiles.
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The entryway is one area where Austin paired two pieces
of art together to create a dramatic effect. A large work by
artist Sterling Ruby sits opposite colorful artwork by Austin
Eddy. The soft gray walls provide the perfect backdrop
for the pieces, which “are punctuated with black-and-red
accents that visually connect the adjacent spaces in the
homes,” says Austin of the design move. Completing the
space is a starburst chandelier by Tony Duquette by Remains

Lighting Atelier, which acts as a contemporary sculpture in
the space. “It was a little intimidating at first because it’s
a pretty diverse collection of artwork,” explains Austin of
the task. “I was constantly thinking, ‘How can I bring all of
this together in a unified way to make it feel intentional in
this house.’ I did try to group some like things together in
certain places, so they could have a conversation about how
those pieces play off one another.”
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Austin took the same approach elsewhere, pairing pieces
of the homeowners’ collection together to complement one
another and to unite other adjacent rooms. Though subtle,
the owners' suite is swathed in warmth with a backdrop of
soft blue, gray, silver, and white—the ideal blank canvas on
which to hang artwork. Here, Austin intentionally chose less
vibrant pieces, such as the works on paper by Susan McAlister
through Hidell Brooks Gallery that hang above the bed, as
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well as the large complementary piece by Tara Donovan that
hangs on an adjacent wall.
But the true testament to Austin’s innate ability to curate
the homeowners’ artwork in a way that speaks to them
personally is showcased in the art lounge, or “art cave,” as
Austin affectionately calls it. “It was created from a small
family room to display the owners’ favorite works by Chuck
Close, Yoshitomo Nara, Ori Gersht, Clare Rojas, Shara

BELOW: The luxurious bathroom features Bianco Bello marble used in various patterns to
break up the space. Lighting is from Circa Lighting. The painting is by Alexis Walter.
LEFT: The owners' suite displays a softer, more subtle color palette and features impressive
artwork like the works on paper by Susan McAlister through Hidell Brooks Gallery that hang
above the bed, as well as the large complementary piece by Tara Donovan that hangs on
an adjacent wall. The plaster Giacometti-style bed from Oly Studio is dressed in Leontine
Linens and custom-colored fabric from Galbraith & Paul.

Hughes, Tomory Dodge, and Brad Thomas, and set against
lacquered inky black walls to make the works shine,” Austin
says. The bookshelves are lined with smaller works of art as
well as books featuring the very same artists that are hung
on the walls of the room. “This space was particularly fun
because I’m a wannabe curator,” laughs Austin. “I loved the
challenge of placing things together that would enhance
each other and not detract from the other.”

Throughout the home, Austin’s ability to seamlessly mix
and match works of art is on display—a gift that the homeowners are grateful for. “When we met Cathy, it completed
everything for us,” the homeowner says. “She had this understanding of the art and its importance to the art community
and, more importantly, to us as a couple. She understood how
we wanted to live with the art, interact with the art, and it
completely transformed our home in such a positive way.” u
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LIVE
COLORFULLY
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS NEWEST COLLECTIONS
EXPAND THE COLOR SPECTRUM.
Emerald® Designer Edition™, a new coating and an exclusive
collection of two hundred new, nuanced colors to inspire designers.
“We know our design customers have been asking for brighter
whites, just-right blues and greens, complex grays and beiges,
and more muted tones of classic hues, which is why we created
a collection that perfectly rounds out our current selection of
neutral options and chromatic colors,” says Sue Wadden, director
of color marketing at Sherwin-Williams.
Emerald Designer Edition Interior Latex features a richer and
more expansive variety of shades and tones in the blue and green
families, helping to expand color choices and providing richer,
more nuanced hues to a category of color that is popular.
“Beyond color, our new Emerald Designer Edition formula
helps achieve a showstopping transformation,” Wadden says.

COURTESY OF SHERWIN-WILLIAMS.

Color is about so much more than how it makes a room look.
It affects how people feel and even how a space functions.
Whether it’s finding the perfect white with the right undertone
or the perfect shade of blue to help create a sense of calm, design
professionals have the power to transform a space for their clients
with their unique vision by incorporating hues that help a house
stand out.
Year after year, the top-selling colors are in the white, cream,
light gray, and beige families. Bolder and deeper colors are also on
the rise, as well as colors that take inspiration from nature, such as
ocean blues, stone browns, and mossy greens. Beyond incorporating
trending hues for customers, interior designers are looking for
coatings that convey a luxurious finish when integrating these colors
into a space. To meet this need, Sherwin-Williams has developed
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“BEYOND COLOR, OUR NEW EMERALD DESIGNER EDITION
FORMULA HELPS ACHIEVE A SHOWSTOPPING TRANSFORMATION.”
—SUE WADDEN
The paint itself combines the luxury of a smooth, uniform finish with the company’s best hide yet, including a new UltraWhite
Base that allows for brighter whites. The ultra-premium formula
is a great choice for designers looking to achieve exceptional
application for any interior project.
The two hundred new colors are shared in five designer
color collections that feature warm, rustic hues and fresh,
contemporary shades.
MINIMAL + MODERN

The Minimal + Modern palette incorporates a mix of whites and
grays in various tones, such as Gypsum SW 9543 and Sweater
Weather SW 9548. The palette was created for those who love
cool, strong neutrals to reference and revisit over and over
again in their designs and can help pull various design elements
together, from stone to brick and glass.
CLASSIC + COLLECTED

The Classic + Collected palette establishes vibrance and
sophistication with a mix of charming hues that are perfect for
designers and everyone who loves pops of color. This palette
incorporates soft shades of muted pastels that span the rainbow,
with hues such as Barely Pear SW 9666 and Azure Tide SW 9684.

RUSTIC + REFINED

The Rustic + Refined palette draws inspiration from the
sea, sky, and botanicals. Curated blue and green shades like
Succulent SW 9650 and Mantra SW 9631 add the perfect
amount of color to any space.
WARM + WELCOMING

The Warm + Welcoming palette of classic, transitional
neutrals strikes the perfect balance between cool gray and
warm beige and taupe. From bone whites like Mortar SW 9584
to a fresh brown such as Habitat SW 9608, this collection
expertly pairs light and dark.
As the industry leader for paint and painting supplies,
Sherwin-Williams is committed to supporting interior
designers with exceptional color and coating expertise to assist
them through any project. With resources such as the annual
Colormix® Forecast, Color of the Year, professional color
tools, and online CEU courses for designers, professionals can
rely on Sherwin-Williams and its dedicated team of designer
account executives to help them navigate any project and make
confident color selections. u

For more information, professionals can visit EMERALDDESIGNER.COM.
Find your designer account executive at s-w.com/designer-account-executives.
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A SHORE THING
THE LUXURY OF SOUTH CAROLINA’S COAST
IS WITHIN EASY REACH.
WRITTEN BY BRANDY WOODS SNOW

coast; Peace Vacations, handling property management and
vacation rentals along the Hammock Coast; and the newly formed
SVN Peace & Company.
“With the rising trend of remote work, many professionals have
opted to relocate here from bigger cities or purchase a vacation
home retreat during the 2020 pandemic era,” Hampton Peace says.
“At Peace Vacations, the virtual work and school environments also
gave way to a rise in demand for vacation rentals along with guests’
desires to find a secluded and safe destination to relax and unwind.”
Both Peace Vacations and Peace Sotheby’s International
Realty overcame the odds of 2020, experiencing one of their

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIAN FOURNIER.

Beautiful Atlantic beaches, premier golf courses, sophisticated country clubs, Southern cuisine, culture, and charm galore—the unique
lifestyle of South Carolina’s coast draws residents, second-home
owners, vacationers, and business owners alike. After the unprecedented times of the past year, it’s no wonder more and more people
visit the coast, seeking their own personal sanctuary.
Brothers Hampton and Perry Peace have dedicated their
careers to providing exceptional real estate services here in each
sector of the industry—residential, vacation, and commercial—
through three distinct companies: Peace Sotheby’s International
Realty, servicing buyers and sellers along the entire South Carolina
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“WE EMBRACE THE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE AND SATISFACTION.”
—CHRIS MAREK

most successful years to date. Seventeen agents/agent teams were
multimillion-dollar producers in 2020. Five were ranked in the Top 10 agents
in Georgetown County in 2020, and offices ranked first and third overall
in Georgetown County for Sold Dollar Volume in 2020. They also had the
Highest Average Sales Price in Georgetown County of Top 40 Firms in 2020.
In November 2020, Peace Sotheby’s International Realty opened a new office
in North Myrtle Beach, uniquely positioning the company to expand its
exceptional services to buyers and sellers throughout Horry County.
In 2021, the launch of SVN Peace & Company, a franchise of SVN International Corp. (SVNIC), introduced a seasoned team of professionals who are
dedicated to delivering a comprehensive yet personal approach to industrial
and commercial real estate.
“With the launch of SVN Peace & Company, we can dedicate our expertise
and service excellence to the commercial real estate sector,” says Chris Marek,
broker in charge and senior advisor. “We embrace the customer experience and
satisfaction. Our advisors understand the customer is our top priority, and we
work tirelessly to exceed their expectations.”
And while the area’s quality of life is a major factor in the companies’
successes, Peace considers people the most valuable resource in the business.
“We believe in the strength of lifelong relationships—with families who
vacation here year after year as well as our corporate alliances and the benefits
they provide our agents in servicing our customers. However, our true strength
lies in our team members themselves, their ability to anticipate client needs,
provide personalized plans for each property, and demonstrate their commitment to each client wherever they are in the sales process.” u

For more information about PEACE SOTHEBY’S INTERNATIONAL REALTY, contact 843-237-7711 or visit PEACESIR.COM.
For more information about PEACE VACATIONS, contact 843-979-2700 or visit PEACE-VACATIONS.COM.
For more information about SVN PEACE & COMPANY, contact 843-237-7743 or visit SVNPEACE.COM.
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COX DOOR COMPANY
HOME | COMMERCIAL | RESIDENTIAL | SALES | SERVICE

COXDOOR.COM | 704-821-8898 EXT. 213 | PHILCOX@COXDOOR.COM

Cox Door is 33 years in the Charlotte market. We stand
behind each and every door, install, service and preventative
maintenance that we do. With great craftsmanship comes
great responsibility. This is why we also stand behind the
quality accessories that are part and parcel of these great
doors. We fix, maintain, source and install any door or part that
you need. From coils, to openers, advice of maintenance; call
us and we will send our experts in the field to you.

1901 Associates Lane, Ste. M
Charlotte, NC 28217
www.nancegc.com • 704-910-5613
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THE LEGACY
Continues
A. HOKE LTD. HONORS BELOVED FOUNDER ALMA HOKE
GREENE’S COMMITMENT TO THE DESIGN INDUSTRY.

Like the genesis of many great companies, Alma
Hoke Greene started her business in her garage with
a love of color and design, her husband’s knowledge
and connections in the design community, and a
dream of bringing her keen eye for sophisticated
fabrics to local interior designers. Now, more
than thirty years later, A. Hoke Ltd. is revered as
an epicenter for interior design inspiration in the
Southeast, with designer showrooms in Charlotte
and Raleigh brimming with beautiful furniture,
fabrics, wallcoverings, and decor, many made right
here in the Carolinas. Part of the A. Hoke Ltd. legacy
is to support local jobs and manufacturers.
With Greene’s sudden passing in September
2020, her accomplished and thriving dream has
now become her legacy, a loving mission left in the
capable hands of her husband, Don Greene, and
daughter, Elaine Greene Hougham.
While Don Greene continues in his role as
president, overseeing the strategic plan for the
future of A. Hoke Ltd., Hougham serves as executive
vice president, working closely with the dedicated
staff. “Part of my mother’s legacy is the quality and
talent of our team. Many have been here for years,
and it feels like family,” Hougham says. “Everyone
who works here can remember Mom saying, ‘The
only thing we have to sell is service.’ Customer
service meant everything to her, so we strive to live
up to that standard every day. That’s the legacy I
want to continue.”
The depth of the industry’s respect and
appreciation for Greene’s business acumen was
never more apparent than during A. Hoke Ltd.’s
thirtieth-anniversary party in 2020, when a
host of who’s who from many of America’s top
furniture and home-goods companies—including
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WRITTEN BY BRANDY WOODS SNOW

TOP: LITTLE NEST; BOTTOM: TRAVIS BURTON.

top executives from Century Furniture, Hickory Chair, Kravet,
Pindler, Highland House, EJ Victor, and Lee Industries—came
from as far away as California to honor and recognize Greene
not only as a business associate but also as a dear friend.
“Alma was an icon in the design business, respected for her
talent, her business sense, and her generous spirit. She was
fiercely loyal and a friend for life,” her husband says. “Alma could
light up a room when she walked in. She had the ability to talk to
anyone, whether it was the COO or the guy on the loading dock.
She was kind and respectful to everyone!”
Greene’s mantra was “We live in color,” and she proved
that every day in her business. She became one of those
rare individuals known simply by her first name—the mere
mention of “Alma” had everyone in the design industry looking
for her contagious kindness and keen eye. A true icon, she
remained humble and down-to-earth, always focused on her
clients and fine-tuning the family business—a business in
which she touted Hougham as her right arm. A business and
legacy that are now in Hougham’s hands.
When Hougham returned to work soon after her mother’s
passing, many people wondered why. “I told them that when I’m
here, I feel like I’m surrounded by family. I know that’s what my
mother would want me to do, and I want to make her proud.” u

“I WANT TO MAKE
HER PROUD.”
—ELAINE GREENE HOUGHAM

For more information, contact A. HOKE LTD.
at 704-358-0277 or visit AHOKELIMITED.COM.
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CHRIS BLACK

LUCY BUTLER

LAINA KAFITI

LISA RUPP

KALIE KOIVISTO

MARY BETH
SNYDER

704.364.1700
COTTINGHAMCHALK.COM

LEIGH C. CORSO

REBA HATFIELD

HEATHER
MONTGOMERY

KAREN WAGNER

CHIP JETTON

KATHRYN
PEARSON

ANNE WILLIAMS

HEATHER
WOLKING

GATHER YOUR
IMAGINATION
C H A RLOT T E ’S ON LY H OT GLASS
STU DIO AN D G ALLE RY

H OM E & COM M ER CI AL D ECO R
C H ANDE LIE RS, PENDANT LI GHTI NG & I NSTA L L AT IO N S
I N T E RIOR DESIGN CO NS ULTATI O NS
JACOB “JAKE” PFEIFER | 980.209.9284 | HOTGLASSALLEY.COM | 438 ATANDO AVENUE, CHARLOTTE, NC 28206

HOME IMPROVEMENT
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STATEMENT
MAKER
UPGRADING THE GARAGE DOOR ADDS INSTANT
CURB APPEAL AND FUNCTIONALITY.

Homeowners wanting to give their home a facelift often consider
refreshed landscaping, bold lighting fixtures, or a fresh coat of
paint. But perhaps the biggest opportunity—a veritable blank
canvas of customization—sits at the end of the driveway, the
largest entrance into the home, the boldest statement maker to
passersby and visitors alike.
In its thirty-four years of serving the Charlotte area as an
independent, family-owned company with access to the latest
advancements from major suppliers, Cox Door Company,
co-owned by Phil Cox and his sister Pam Betts, is dedicated to
keeping its finger on the pulse of the industry and bringing those
options, along with a host of value-added services, to customers.
“A significant garage-door change, from a section replacement to a
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full-door installation, will greatly enhance the facade of the home
and also boost the resale value,” Cox says. “Custom-designed
doors in wood or steel can incorporate unique elements like
hardware, windows, moldings, and special finishes to uniquely
accent the home’s architectural details, creating a cohesive,
high-end aesthetic.”
Traditional-style doors offer a classic look with symmetrical
raised panels. At the same time, contemporary options feature
sleek lines, a mixture of materials including glass, wood, and
metal, and minimalist appeal for a distinctly midcentury-modern
feel. Ever-popular carriage doors have a rustic quality that
harmoniously echoes craftsman-style homes. Window placement
can increase natural light in the space or enhance overall security,

COURTESY OF CLOPAY.

WRITTEN BY BRANDY WOODS SNOW

and specially-selected hardware should complement the door without
being overly ostentatious. While natural wood doors offer a hearty
warmth, they do come with extended maintenance requirements.
Customers desiring this look without the upkeep might find options that
include steel doors wrapped in a wood composite from manufacturers
like Clopay. Additionally, Clopay recently introduced a slim window
option featuring aluminum frames in two color options, allowing buyers
to find their perfect level of impact—subtle or dramatic.
An updated garage door provides more advantages. The latest
models deliver smart technology and energy options to ensure the
highest functionality, ease of use, and efficiency. “Gone are the days of
second-guessing whether or not you closed the garage door. Now, with
a simple click on an app from a connected device, homeowners are
instantly in communication with their opener. They can have the ability
to close the door remotely or even auto program it to open as they near
the driveway. Expanded security sensors prevent closure accidents and
provide protection against would-be system hackers,” Cox says. With
LiftMaster’s Connect to myQ + Key by Amazon technology, you can even
open the door for special delivery services and more.
“We work with clients to push the envelope on design, creating
and installing garage doors and openers that complement the
lifestyle of the homeowner. Whether new construction, remodel,
or replacement, we provide the best products and services on the
market,” Cox says. “It’s our desire to exceed all expectations of
aesthetics, functionality, and durability.” u

“WHETHER NEW
CONSTRUCTION, REMODEL,
OR REPLACEMENT,
WE PROVIDE THE BEST
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
ON THE MARKET.”
—PHIL COX

For more information, contact COX DOOR COMPANY
at 704-821-8898 or visit COXDOOR.COM.
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EXPERIENCE THE QUALITY & SATISFACTION
OF BUILDING A CUSTOM HOME
When you build with Empire, you’re choosing an industry leader with over 25 years of
experience building homes across North America. With over 28,000 homes under our belt,
we understand the importance of creating unique environments for you to be your best.
Our expansive design studio and wide range of floor plans will help inspire your dream
home, while our experienced team and access to quality trades give you the peace of mind
of knowing that your home is being built by the right hands.

Customized plans on your homesite.
From the $500’s to over $2 million.
EmpireDesignBuild-NC.com | 704.602.3333
Formerly Shea Homes North Carolina. Sales: ECH Brokerage LP. License #C33712. Shea Homes North Carolina is
not affiliated with the national homebuilder Shea Homes Limited Partnership. E.&O.E. Equal Housing Opportunity.

Move beyond your expectations.
Nothing Compares.
PEACESIR.COM

Exceptional Self-Contained Estate

Captivating Coastal Charm & Views

Nestled Between Ocean & Creek

9 Hazelhurst St in Daniel Island Park
7 Bed | 7.5 Bath | $6,450,000

1153 DeBordieu Blvd in DeBordieu Colony
4 Bed | 4.5 Bath | $2,750,000

107 Atlantic Avenue on Pawleys Island
3 Bed | 3 Full Bath | $1,900,000

Bart Jackson
843.224.8944

Perry Peace & Lindy Mickle
843.241.1509 or 843.532.7488

Carol Jayroe & Rhonda Sawyer
843.240.4492 or 843.833.1502

Desirable Oceanfront Condo

Luxurious Southern Golf Course Estate

Timeless Riverfront Retreat

125 S Dunes Dr., 207 in Litchfield by the Sea
3 Bed | 3 Full Bath | $1,280,000

179 Widgeon Drive in Pawleys Plantation
5 Bed | 5.5 Bath | $995,000

201 Freeman Drive in Georgetown
3 Bed | 3 Full Bath | 2 Partial Bath | $925,000

Tracey Rogers
843.222.6047

Denise Talbert
843.520.6333

Toby Avant
843.833.9566

Offices: 35 Capers Way, Pawleys Island SC 29585 | 129 Luvan Blvd. Georgetown, SC, 29440 | 677 Main St. North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
Peace Sotheby’s International Realty fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Each Franchise is Independently Owned and Operated.

This offering is subject to errors, omissions, changes including price or withdrawal without notice. Pawleys Island & Georgetown BIC: Don S. Thomas | North Myrtle Beach BIC: L. Bryant Roper.

CONTRIBUTOR | ROOM SERVICE
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THE RESURGENCE
OF THE SCULLERY
BY BETH CONANT-KEIM

And houses built before 1921 in the
United States and Great Britain
were often built with sculleries in
the rear of the home, where stacks
of china and sterling silver would
be kept for cleaning. My house
was built in 1921, so I just missed
this feature, I’m sad to say. I would
love a space like this!
I have been incorporating
plenty of scullery designs as of
late, and I love getting creative
with these little but mighty
spaces. Because they are utilitarian areas, making them pretty
is a challenge, but designing
and seeing these rooms come
together has been a lot of fun.
Housing the functional pieces
behind doors yet showing off
rare finds, wedding gifts, and
even art can turn these hidden
rooms into gems.
This scullery is by far one of
my favorites. I chose to unify the
colors by painting the trim and
walls to match the cabinets. Then
I added a pop of color to the open
shelves by stacking and showcasing lighter and brighter pieces. I
felt a little French-inspired when
I added the marble countertops
and the brick floor, which was
hand-painted by Janet Marsh.
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY MEKENZIE LOLI.

THE WORD “SCULLERY”
COMES FROM THE
LATIN WORD SCUTELLA,
MEANING “TRAY”
OR “PLATTER.”

“I LOVE GETTING CREATIVE WITH THESE
LITTLE BUT MIGHTY SPACES.”
I included a large drum shade over the island and
tied in all the wood tones by including butcher
blocks, cutting boards, and plenty of wooden bowls.
Cookbooks are displayed because they look prettier
when visible as opposed to hidden on a shelf, and, of
course, a little art sprinkled in here and there completes the look.
With a space like this, you may be driven to keep
a lot of French bread on hand and replace those
branches or flowers on a regular basis! u

BETH CONANT-KEIM is the owner of LUCY AND COMPANY, a full-service interior design firm located at 2108 South Boulevard, Suite 213.
For more information, visit LUCYANDCOMPANY.COM or call 704-342-6655.
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A COLORFUL
EMERGENCE
BY CATHERINE GHONEIM WHITNEY

IN THE 1998 FILM PLEASANTVILLE, PRIMARILY
FILMED IN BLACK-AND-WHITE, THE TOWN’S
PEOPLE ARE OBLIVIOUS TO THE REALITY OF THE
REST OF THE WORLD, BOTH ITS PROBLEMS AND
ITS BEAUTY AND WONDER.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TIM SCHLABACH.

The pandemic has certainly made me feel that we have lived through
a period of time that lacks color, excitement, happiness, and some of
life’s simpler pleasures such as gathering with friends and family or
enjoying a picnic in the park surrounded by natural beauty.

One of my recent projects was the renovation of a kitchen in a
stately home built during the Great Depression in one of Charlotte’s
oldest neighborhoods, Plaza Midwood. The kitchen was outdated
and, most importantly, did not meet the new owners’ needs, either
functionally or aesthetically. And because of the mature trees and
dense shade outside the kitchen window, the space was a bit dark.
The owners created an exciting color palette using SherwinWilliams Dover White on the perimeter cabinetry and the electric
Sherwin-Williams Regale Blue on the custom hood and island. The
Regale Blue for the selected cabinetry matches the background of
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“THE KITCHEN IS NOW BRIGHT,
NO MATTER THE TIME OF DAY.”
a large original oil painting of a mountain range in Canada, which
greets everyone who enters the home. To highlight the owners’
favorite china and crystal, the glass cabinets are painted Regale Blue
on the interiors and accented with LED lighting.
The owners’ creative selections also include brushed brass
handles on the upper cabinets and brushed nickel handles and
chunky six-sided knobs on select base cabinets. The delicate
backsplash tiles are set in a stunning herringbone pattern and are
the perfect blend of color for the entire kitchen. They run from
countertop to ceiling for maximum impact. The island features a
three-inch-thick mitered-edge quartzite countertop with a honed
finish and is crowned with a modern pendant “swirl” LED fixture.
With a new and larger window to the beautiful garden plantings
and more natural light, the kitchen is now bright, no matter the time
of day. This special project was another opportunity for me to work
with great clients, craftsmen, suppliers, and related trades. During a
once-in-a-lifetime pandemic, there were some colorful moments. u
CATHERINE WHITNEY is a senior designer at IMPACT DESIGN RESOURCES. Contact Catherine
at 704-363-3329, visit IMPACTDESIGNRESOURCES.COM, or check out their SouthEnd showroom.
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SEASONS
OF COLOR
BY JIM NOBLE

THE SEASONS OF COLOR HAVE ARRIVED.

“NOTHING BEATS PLUMP
TOMATOES, JUICY PEACHES,
AND SWEET BERRIES FRESH
FROM OUR LOCAL FARMS.”

Chef JIM NOBLE is the executive chef and owner of NOBLE FOOD & PURSUITS.
For more information, visit NOBLEFOODANDPURSUITS.COM.
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It starts with the trees in spring: redbuds, Bradford pears, cherry trees,
and dogwoods, followed by the flowering azaleas, daffodils, tulips,
geraniums, and begonias. The vibrant spring and summer colors are
a most welcome sight coming out of a cold, dark winter. And they’re
even more symbolic this year.
The colors in the kitchen are quite vibrant, too. And, I must say,
quite delicious. Nothing beats plump tomatoes, juicy peaches, and
sweet berries fresh off our local farms. We’re used to seeing those
items in desserts, but at Copain, we’re reimagining how we use all
kinds of produce in our pastries. Pastry chef Kaley Laird, who came to
us this year from California by way of Asheville, specializes in unique
pastries and gluten-free baked goods. She created one of the most
beautiful spring desserts I’ve ever seen: sweets & beets pie.
Using an earthy root vegetable in desserts not only helps to reduce
waste in the kitchen but also adds natural color and creates what we
believe to be a lighter, more well-rounded dessert. You won’t feel like
you just ate a cup of sugar and a stick of butter.
You’ll feel the same about our avocado pound cake. If you’ve ever
added avocado to a smoothie, you know that it provides a smooth,
butter-like consistency. It gives this cake a similar quality. While I’m
not averse to using butter, this cake makes a strong argument for
using alternatives. And when those alternatives are right in front of us,
either already in the kitchen or from a farm just a few miles away, that
makes each colorful bite even better. u

WE APPROACH EACH LANDSCAPE
WITH A NEW EYE FOR DESIGN AND COLOR.
704.995.3339 | DEBRA@DEBRASGARDEN.NET

It’s time to reTHINk BRICK and STONE.
Adding thin brick or stone to your home is a creative,
efficient way to introduce the unique and unmistakable
design elements only masonry products can provide.
Whether you’re designing for a charming interior feature or
a practical yet beautiful exterior finish, thin brick and rock will
leave a truly lasting impression.
Thin Brick & Rock Flat and Corner Pieces

Building new? Visit us and shop our
contemporary full-bed brick and stone today!

generalshale.com | 704-599-2877
10800 Reames Road, Charlotte, NC 28269

A RTS & CU LT U R E

SPOTLIGHT
VISION & SPIRIT
HARVEY B. GANTT CENTER
Through July 31
ganttcenter.org

FRANCE JODOIN
& LYNN JOHNSON
SHAIN GALLERY
June 25–July 9
shaingallery.com

WAVELENGTH
ANNE NEILSON FINE ART
Through August 28
anneneilsonfineart.com
Wavelength, a new collection of
works by Thomas Hager, features art
inspired by the connective properties
of water and our intrinsic draw to the
sea, the surf, and the great oceanic
expanse. Hager constantly pushes
the boundaries of the photographic
medium using historical photographic
processes, painting techniques, and
the latest photographic technology.
Opening reception is on Thursday,
June 24, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
94
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France Jodoin is a Canadian
contemporary artist known
for her maritime scenes and
unique European Romanticism–
inspired style. She uses her own
semi-abstract technique to
create bold landscapes. Her
works are intuitive, instinctive, and
transcendent. Lynn Johnson is a
contemporary artist based out of
Atlanta. She combines her love of
drawing and mark-making with
confident, expressive strokes in
her floral and still-life oil paintings.
Her work is often described as
calming, serene, and feminine.

CLOCKWISE FROM THE TOP: PHOTOGRAPHY BY HENRY CLAY ANDERSON, COURTESY OF HARVEY B. GANTT CENTER; ART BY FRANCE
JODOIN AND LYNN JOHNSON, COURTESY OF SHAIN GALLERY; ART BY THOMAS HAGER, COURTESY OF ANNE NEILSON FINE ART.

Composed of more than one hundred paintings,
prints, drawings, photographs, and mixed media
works by forty-eight artists born in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, Vision & Spirit: African American
Art | Works from The Bank of America Collection is
an exhibition that highlights key aspects of the artists’
lives, as well as the important objects they created.
This exhibition focuses on their strength and resilience
as creative forces whose work continues to shape
our understanding of the world. In selecting work for
the exhibition, guest curator Dexter Wimberly sought
images and concepts that embody the exhibition’s
central theme of resilience.

THE AREA’S PREMIERE RESOURCE
FOR KITCHEN & BATH CABINETRY

dustin peck photography

CUSTOM CLOSETS • HOME OFFICE • MUD ROOM & BUILT INS • GARAGE STORAGE

Southend Showroom:
305 Foster Avenue, Suite 200
Charlotte, North Carolina 28203
704-778-6814
ImpactDesignResources.com

CALL TODAY TO ARRANGE A CONSULTATION WITH ONE OF OUR EXPERIENCED DESIGNERS.
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NATIONWIDE
DELIVERY
HELPFUL ROOM
PLANNING

STYLISH
ACCESSORIES
12 MONTHS SPECIAL
FINANCING

Summer savings on all the looks you love.

H OO K E R

®

FURNITURE

Famous Luxury Brands • Design Services Available • Special Orders • House Calls • Locally Owned & Operated

Pineville-Charlotte NC • 11735 Carolina Place Parkway • Phone 704.910.4045 • Mon - Sat 9:30 am - 7 pm Sun noon - 6 pm
Hickory NC • Hickory Furniture Mart • Phone 828.322.3471 • Mon - Sat 9 am - 6 pm Closed Sunday

goodshomefurnishings.com

704-228-4767

WOMAN FOUNDED.
FAMILY OWNED.
LOCALLY OPERATED.

@helenadamsrealty | helenadamsrealty.com

Capture
the captivating.

When you find inspiration, capture it instantly with brilliant apps and virtual
design tools from Sherwin-Williams®. Explore color, save and share favorites,
paint a virtual room or use augmented reality to show clients how color will
look in their space. We make it easy to turn inspiration into beautiful results.
Learn more at swcolor.com.

